Browsing books is a great way to get inspired, find images, and discover new designers. Be sure to browse our oversized and regular-sized stacks. Questions? Reach out to Shannon at smr87@drexel.edu.

**B Philosophy**

BF353  Environmental Psychology

**HF Commerce**

HF5429 - HF5430  Retail Trade + Shopping Centers
HF5548  Industrial Psychology

**N Art (General)**

N7432.7  Color in Art

**NA Architecture**

NA2545 - NA2547  Accessible Design + Universal Design
NA2795  Color in Architecture
NA2835 - NA4050  Details + Decoration
NA4170 - NA7020  Public Buildings
NA7100 - NA7884  Domestic Architecture

**ND Painting**

ND1486 - ND1495  Color Theory

**NK Decorative Arts**

NK600 - NK806  History
NK1160 - NK1690  Decoration + Ornament
NK1700 - NK2195  Interior Decoration
  NK2115.5 C6  Color in Interior Design
  NK2116  Interior Design Careers
NK2200 - NK2750  Furniture
NK3375 - NK3496  Wallpapers

**TH Building Construction**

TH7700 - TH7975  Lighting
TH8001 - TH8581  Decoration + Decorative Furnishings

**TS Manufacturers**

TS1300 - TS1865  Textile Industries

**TT Arts and Crafts**

TT180 - TT200  Furniture Making
TT387 - TT410  Soft Home Furnishings
TT696 - TT927  Home Arts (Sewing, Decorative Crafts)

**TX Home Economics**

TX301 - TX339  The House
TX901 - TX946  Hospitality Industry